
CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. CONCLUSION  

The case is similar to what we can see in the English and Arabic language learning in 

formal classroom and English course. But in the same case, what happen in an Islamic Modern 

Boarding School suggested specific characteristic that stand out, which we cannot get in formal 

classes or course. Learning English and Arabic in quarantine is an experience that can 

distinguish the case of English and Arabic language learning in formal classroom or course 

with learning English and Arabic language that is in boarding school. 

 It school used the regulation of language, that all of the students must speaking 

English in daily activities. In a week they use an Arabic language, and the next week they use 

English language. If they offend the language or using other Arabic and English language they 

will be punished as they break the language. 

 In Islamic Modern Boarding School of Al Islam Nganjuk, students should know 

any vocabularies to they can speak well with the others. In here, the students are given a 

creation of language in every day by the coach. The coaches are from the older students in that 

boarding, they give many activities to make students active in speaking. Such speech, 

muhadloroh, story telling, language generation, study club, vocabulary in every morning and 

night and practicing speaking English every day. 

  

B. SUGGESTION 

1. For the teacher 



Seeing the whole language activities in the Islamic Modern Boarding School of Al-

islam Nganjuk, the researcher was very amazing reflect on how a busy activities that every 

students and teacher have to enjoy every day. The activities start from early morning and 

finished in the middle of night every day, the researcher respect with the teacher struggle. 

Related with this study, the researcher hope to the teacher can to be more spirit to maintain 

these activities in order to be imperishable and express the young English and Arabic master. 

In other side, the researcher hopes to the teacher to improve their techniques in the guiding the 

activities.  

2. For the students 

For the students of Islamic Modern Boarding School, the researcher hopes to you all to 

be more energic and active to enjoy all of langauge activities. You must be rightfully proud 

having study in this cottage which has several special language programs that you never find 

in the other formal school. That is way you must more be spirit and seriously in study English 

and master the foreign language think of the important purpose of foreign language in this 

globalization era especially English and Arabic. 

3. For the next researcher 

In this school, there are many shortage of student’s dialect in speaking English 

especially. They still uses Javanese dialect, the reasearcher hopes for the next researcher to be 

able investigate that and correct the shortages from the previous study.  

 


